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Three Key Issues

March 1 2017

The three key issues for this month are:
1) Trump policy stagnation/ future Debt
Ceiling debacle in the US.
2) A capital flight to safety is underway in the
markets.
3) Europe’s inflation jump will lead the EBC to
end its QE program shortly.
Regarding #1, as I’ve explained previously, the
Trump administration, while trying to implement
dramatic economic reforms, is rapidly discovering
that nothing in Washington DC moves quickly.
On that note, on Saturday, Trump’s Treasury
Secretary Steve Mnuchin made the rounds on
various TV outlets. Amongst the various insights
he presented were:
1) Tax reform is the #1 priority; he hopes to
“get it done” by August.
2) Trump will make zero cuts to entitlements
in the new budget but is “looking closely”
at a Border Adjustment Tax.
3) GDP growth of 3% is achievable but it’s not
coming until the end of NEXT year (2018).
4) No decision will be made concerning
labeling China a “currency manipulator”
before April.
5) Rates will be “relatively low” for the next
several years.
6) The Trump administration believes the
stock market is a “report card” on Trump’s
policies (more on this later).
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SHORT-TERM ISSUES
• Trump’s Treasury Secretary
delivers some brutal honesty.
• A stealth “flight to safety” is
underway.
• Trump manipulating the stock
market higher?

INTERMEDIATE-TERM
ISSUES
• The $USD posed to crash into mid’90s later this year.
• The Euro primed for a move to 121
as ECB ends QE later this year.
• Emerging Markets ready for new
bull market.

LONG-TERM ISSUES
• Excessive debt, bad demographics,
and little if any deleveraging.
• Eventual market collapse of 50%+
in real terms.
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Let’s dive in…
First and foremost, we now have absolute confirmation that nothing Trump wants to
accomplish will hit within six months. Mnunchin stated point blank that tax reform is the “#1
priority” that he “hopes” to have done “by August.”
However, even this might be overly optimistic as Mnuchin admitted this timeline was
“aggressive” (implying that in reality it ‘s very possible it will take longer to accomplish).
Again, the single biggest priority for the Trump administration will hopefully be
implemented by August.
I hate to be the bearer of bad news, but Mnuchin’s other admissions (#’s 2 and 3 in the list
above) suggest that Trump’s tax reform will likely miss this deadline… if it is implemented at
all. This is not a criticism nor an endorsement of Trump’s agenda; this is simply a statement
that the “math doesn’t add up.”

Zero Entitlement Cuts + Lower Taxes= Huge Deficits/ Debt
Issuance OR a Border Tax
Governments pay for their budgets via tax revenues. If tax revenues are not great enough to
cover the budget, then the country has to issue debt.
With that in mind, the notion that Trump wants to cut taxes… without touching entitlements…
is literally IMPOSSIBLE without a Border Adjustment Tax (more on this shortly).
Entitlements (social security, Medicare and the like) comprise 64% of the 2017 US budget. The
next largest segment of the budget is defense which accounts for 15% of spending.
Now, Trump has stated that he wants to BOOST defense spending. Between this and his
promise to not cut entitlements, this means that a full 79% of the budget would be untouchable
for spending cuts.
So IF Trump wanted to cut the budget at all, he’d need to cut spending in one of the following
areas:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Administration of Justice
International affairs
Natural Resources and Environment
General Science, Space and Technology
Other programs.
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However, combined all of these items only add up to about $322 billion in spending. Even if
Trump cut ALL of them by an incredible 20%, we’re only talking about reducing the total
2017 Government budget by $64 billion.
On a budget of $3.65 TRILLION this represents cutting less than 2%.
Put simply, by stating that it won’t be cutting entitlements… and will be growing Defense
spending, the Trump administration is effectively stating that there will be next to no
budget cuts this year.
OK, that’s fine. But then the Trump administration is ALSO stating it won’t be raising taxes and
will instead be cutting them on both the corporate and individual level.
So…where is the money going to come from?
A) A Border Adjustment Tax?
B) Debt issuance
Regarding A, Treasury Secretary Mnuchin implied that the Trump White House is looking into a
Border Adjustment Tax, or BAT.
If you’re unfamiliar with this concept, BAT essentially means putting a tax on goods that are
imported into the US (currently the number being floated around is 20%) and offering tax
breaks to companies that export. So BMW would pay a 20% tax to bring its cars into the US
while Ford or other US-based auto manufacturers would receive tax cuts for exporting theirs.
This might pass Congress, but thus far it is looking highly contentious. Some corporations are
highly in favor of it…
GE, Boeing, Oracle form coalition to support Republican border tax
U.S. companies including major exporters General Electric Co (GE.N) and Boeing Co
(BA.N) launched a coalition on Thursday to back a House Republican plan to tax all
imports, saying the proposal would “support American jobs and American-made
products.”
The group, comprised of more than 25 U.S. companies and dubbed the “American Made
Coalition,” also includes Dow Chemical Co (DOW.N), Eli Lilly and Co (LLY.N), Pfizer Inc
(PFE.N), and Oracle Corp, the companies confirmed.
The group’s launch underscored a growing division in corporate America over the House
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Republican proposal that would cut corporate income tax to 20 percent from 35 percent,
exclude export revenue from taxable income and impose the 20 percent tax on imports.
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-companies-tax-idUSKBN15H2VV
While others are staunchly opposed…
The CEOs of 7 major retailers are headed to Washington to take on a proposed
border tax.
But it's not the tax on Mexican imports championed by President Donald Trump that has
them worried. They'll be lobbying against the plan unveiled last year by Congressional
Republicans for a broad "border adjustment tax" that could increase the tax bite on any
company that imports goods.
Retailers are particularly vulnerable to such as tax because they have to purchase
the goods that they sell in their stores. And if they sell a lot of imported items -clothes or electronics or general merchandise -- they could see a major tax hit under
the proposal.
http://money.cnn.com/2017/02/14/news/companies/retailers-border-adjustment-tax/
Predicting the outcome here is impossible, particularly since you only need a handful of
Republican Senators to vote against a BAT to kill it. I would say the odds of this passing
Congress are less than 30%.
This leaves debt issuance and a ballooning deficit as the final options to cover the Trump
budget gap.
However, Trump is NOT in the same position Obama was in 2008. The Fed has already
employed ZIRP for seven years as the US Debt to GDP ratio grew to over 100%! Trump has
very little “dry powder” to work with in terms of debt issuance and deficits (particularly given
that the GOP has been pushing back on deficit spending for years).
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Which brings us to the next major issue… the US is facing a debt ceiling within three weeks.
The US will hit its current Debt Ceiling on March 15 2017. So Congress either needs to sign off
on raising the debt ceiling, or the Treasury will have the employ extraordinary measures.
However, even those extraordinary measures will trigger a due date for another debt ceiling
debate.
Put simply, this situation is a complete mess and frankly the math is NOT there.
The only way Trump will be able to accomplish any of his proposals would be for Congress to
pass a 20%-35% border tax adjustment (again this is highly unlikely) OR for the US to start
ballooning its deficits and growing its debt (extremely problematic given that many in the GOP
are opposed to increased spending).
Regarding that last point, Mnuchin seemed to sense this when he stated that “interest
rates will be “relatively low” for the next several years (this would suggest Mnuchin will
be giving Yellen her marching orders on rate hikes soon).
I honestly don’t see how any of this can work. But then again, that has been the entire story of
the Trump candidacy and Presidency thus far: how could a non-politician take out TWO
political dynasties (the Bushes and Clintons) as well as the mainstream media?
My point with all of this is that Trump will have to pull off his single greatest upset ever to make
this work. Regardless of one’s political affiliation, this is a low odds scenario.
Meanwhile, the stock market is trading as though somehow all of this will work out and
economic growth is just around the corner.
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Speaking of which, on Saturday during his interview with CNBC, Treasury Secretary Mnuchin
stated that GDP growth of 3% (not 5% as CNBC is currently projecting) is “achievable” but that
it won’t hit until the end of 2018!!!!
Again, I will repeat this… Trump’s TOP economic advisor has stated openly that GDP growth of
3% is going to take 18 months or more.
Given all of the above items (admissions that raging economic growth is not just around the
corner as well as numerous fiscal issues that need to be resolved), we have to ask…

WHY ARE STOCKS TRADING AT ALL TIME HIGHS?
We get the answer from Mnuchin himself:
During his interviews on Saturday, Mnuchin stated repeatedly that the Trump administration
views the stock market as a “report card” on Trump’s policies.
Put another way, the Trump administration views the stock market as a real-time indicator of
the world’s reaction to Trump’s policies.
This means Trump is highly incentivized to push stocks higher (hence his repeatedly
issuing tweets about “huge” plans “coming soon” whenever stocks come close to
breaking down).
Thus, we have a situation in which the market has hit new all-time highs based on economic
policies that are coming much farther down the road (if at all) and an administration in which
the President himself his actively pushing stock prices higher in real-time.
This is a HIGHLY dangerous environment. Particularly when you consider that a stealth “flight
to safety” is already underway in the markets… meaning that investors are already “batting
down the hatches.”

A Flight to Safety is Underway
While CNBC and the financial media continue to rave about stocks hitting new all-time, the
reality beneath the surface of the market, capital is fleeing from risk into safe havens.
Consider the following…
Year to date, 20+ Year Treasury Bonds are outperforming growth oriented small cap stocks!
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If the economic utopia the market is anticipating is indeed real, we should see capital fleeing
bonds and pouring into small caps and other growth plays.
Here’s another jaw dropper… year to date, defensive Utilities (XLU) are outperforming growth
oriented Financials (XLF)!
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This financial media has been raving about banks/financials as the top sectors during our new
economic utopia. And yet, the HIGHLY DEFENSIVE Utilities ETF is outperforming Financials.
Utilities also outperforming Banks (BKX)!
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Another example of just overhyped the “growth” story is… I’ve been hearing about Goldman
Sachs (GS) virtually non-stop in the financial media.
The reality however, is that the bulk of its “Trump” gains came during the first three weeks
after election night. Since December 12th 2016, GS is up ~2%!!!

Other signs that the “Trump miracle” is in fact fading…
Bond yields are no longer confirming the growth hype: the yields on the 10-Year US Treasury
has begun turning sharply downward even while stocks continue to press higher. This indicates
a “flight to safety” is underway as capital moves out of the growth of stocks and into the safety
of bonds.
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Yields on the 10-Year US Treasury peaked in early December and have since been falling
steadily. This is not just about the US: yields on German 10-Year Bunds peaked in mid-January
and have since unwound most of their post-election night move.
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And finally, the “growth” index in the US, the Russell 2000, has already unwound most of the
latest market rally and is actually DOWN since early December 2016.

Indeed, the economically sensitive Dow Transports has rolled over and begun to correct even
as the Dow Industrial Average surges to new highs!
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All of these charts are warning us that while certain market indexes are surging to new record
highs (the S&P 500 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average), beneath the surface capital is
shifting into defensive positions.
While I’ve repeatedly stated that the markets should retrace ALL of their post-election moves in
a “grind lower,” I’m beginning to be concerned that we might see an actual aggressive
correction or mini-Crash. There is simply TOO MUCH hype in the markets given the
fundamentals.
One of the single most dangerous moves in the markets is a “false breakout.”
A false breakout is when a security breaks out of a consolidation pattern only to then sharply
reverse erasing the entire move and then some. It often occurs when investors pour into a
security based on a false premise, only to realize that there is no “follow through” on the move,
leading to panic selling.
The S&P 500 appears to have staged precisely such a move.
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The S&P 500 has broken out of a rising wedge formation to the upside. But unless stocks go
absolutely parabolic here, we’re going to roll over and erase the entire move.
This means the S&P 500 dropping HARD to the red line at 2,100 if not lower for the S&P 500.
Again, this entire move has been based on expectations. Economic realities do not support it.
Speaking of economic realities, 4Q16 GDP growth was been revised down AGAIN to sub 2%
(1.9%). And while consumer confidence has been soaring (hitting a 15 year high in February),
real final sales of domestic product is growing at a mere 0.91%.
Put another way, despite all the hoopla and hope, neither consumer spending nor real GDP
growth is anywhere near the levels people “feel.”
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In terms of current growth, GDP for 1Q17 is tracking at 2.5%... NOT the GDP growth of 5% that
CNBC and others continue to spout on a daily basis. Note too that it’s trending downwards.
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What’s staggering, is the despite this economic weakness, Fed officials continue to spout
nonsense about hiking rates.
The case for an interest-rate hike has become “a lot more compelling,” a crucial
Federal Reserve official said in a statement that moved markets.
In an interview with CNN International, New York Fed President William Dudley on
Tuesday said that “animal spirits have been unleashed a bit” in the wake of the presidential
election, pointing to the rise in the stock market.
“It seems to me that most of the data we’ve seen over the last couple months is very much
consistent with the economy continuing to grow at an above-trend pace, job gains remain
pretty sturdy, inflation has actually drifted up a little bit as energy prices have
increased,” Dudley said.
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/feds-dudley-says-case-for-interest-rate-hike-hasbecome-more-compelling-2017-02-28
So the US is tracking 2% GDP growth at best and the Fed is talking about hiking rates? It’s
absolutely bonkers particularly when you consider that the Fed kept rates at ZIRP for seven
years during stronger GDP growth!
This adds yet another wrench to the “economic growth” narrative: the Fed is continues to claim
it’s going to hike rates aggressively, despite the fact the REAL economy is plodding along at
best.
So… to recap the US…
1) Real economic growth is nowhere near the levels Americans “feel.”
2) The Trump economic policies that are generating this enthusiasm will not be hitting for
months (if at all).
3) Trump’s top economic advisor has admitted GDP growth of 3% is unlikely before the
end of 2018.
4) Stocks are at all-time highs, based on hope, while the “smart money” (bonds) is showing
a “flight to safety” is underway.
This is the type of environment in which market crashes can occur. I would steed clear of
buying US stocks at these levels.
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Elsewhere in the world, inflation is ripping higher throughout the EU.
Germany’s inflation rate has broken out in a big way.

Spain’s is rising even more aggressively.

This surge in inflation will lead the ECB to halt its QE program much faster than most expect.
In fact a major ECB official has already begun hinting a rate hike… albeit several years out.
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Investor expectations for an interest-rate increase by the European Central Bank in
2019 aren’t totally unjustified as downside risks to the economic outlook recede,
according to Bundesbank President Jens Weidmann.
Accelerating inflation and a strengthening economic outlook have fanned a debate in the
19-nation euro area about the appropriate degree of stimulus as central banks prepare for
a policy shift. While officials including Weidmann are arguing that the time to talk
about an exit is coming closer, ECB President Mario Draghi contends that record low
rates and a 2.28 trillion-euro ($2.4 trillion) quantitative-easing plan are still necessary to
produce a sustained pickup in inflation.
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-23/bundesbank-increases-riskprovisions-to-buffer-future-losses
Central Banks ALWAYS prep the markets for major changes in policy (this is why Weidman is
talking about 2019 as opposed to this year). The reality is that the fact the head of the German
Central Bank is talking about rate hikes at all means the ECB will be ending its QE program
shortly.
This will finally be the trigger that ignites the Euro rally we’ve been waiting on. Indeed, you
might be shocked to discover that year to date, the Euro is actually outperforming the $USD!
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Between this and the fact the Trump administration needs a weak $USD for trade and
manufacturing purposes, the $USD will be plunging in the coming weeks. This will continue to
benefit precious metals and emerging markets.
Speaking of which, the S&P 500/ Emerging Market ratio is signaling that the period of US stocks
outperforming Emerging Markets is likely ending.

This is why we are invested in Emerging Markets while shorting some US stock indexes.
In terms of precious metals, I have to reiterate my central view on this sector: we are in a
RAGING bull market but this is a VERY volatile sector particularly as far as miners are
concerned.
Speaking of which, this latest correction in GDX has shaken out all of the hot money. We’ve now
got a solid base to begin the next leg up.
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Indeed, GDXJ: GDX ratio suggests this correction for miners in general is over and the next leg
up is about to begin.
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In this environment, the key sectors to be looking are precious metals and Emerging Markets
while avoiding US stocks.
If you’re new to Private Wealth Advisory many of our Precious Metals positions remain buys
(GDX, GDXJ, SSRI, and RGLD) as are EPU, RJA, ASHR, EWZ, and UNG in our stocks portfolio.
The remainder of our positions are “Holds” for now.
This concludes this month’s issue of Private Wealth Advisory. I’m watching the markets
closely and will issue updates as needed.
Barring any new developments you’ll next hear from me next Wednesday in our usual weekly
market update. But as I write this early Wednesday morning, US stocks look to be hitting a blow
off top courtesy of Trump’s State of the Union address.
This will end shortly, US stocks will finally correct. Sentiment is beyond overbought and
investors are due for a rude awakening.
Until next week…
Best Regards,

Graham Summers
Chief Market Strategist
Phoenix Capital Research
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OPEN POSITIONS
STOCKS PORTFOLIO
SYMBOL

BUY
DATE

BUY
PRICE

Exxon

XOM

9/24/14

$95.82

$81.32

RPX Corp
Enterprise Products
Partners

RPXC

8/5/15

$15.48

$10.75

EPD

11/31/16

$25.93

Peru ETF
Uranium ETF

EPU

12/7/16

$33.23

$34.24

3%

URA

6/8/16

$15.49

$16.70

14%

Cameco

CCJ

1/4/17

$10.69

$11.09

4%

Coal ETF
Agricultural
Commodities ETF
Emerging Markets
ETF
China ETF

KOL

1/4/17

$12.59

$13.19

5%

RJA

1/12/17

$6.46

EEM

1/12/17

$36.60

ASHR

2/1/17

$24.91

Brazil ETF

EWZ

2/8/17

Utilities ETF

XLU

Natural Gas ETF

UNG

POSITION

CURRENT
PRICE

$28.03

$6.54
$37.99

GAIN/
LOSS

-8%
-31%
10%

1%
4%
1%

$37.58

$25.16
$37.73

2/8/17

$49.40

$51.77

5%

2/22/17

$6.57

$6.69

2%

POSITION

SYMBOL

BUY
DATE

Nuveen Muni. Fund
Emerging Market
Bonds

NVG

1/2/14

EMB

11/21/16

Long US Treasuries

TLT

11/21/16

BUY
PRICE

$13.12

CURRENT
PRICE

Prices as of market’s close on 2/28/17 at market’s close
Returns include dividends
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GAIN/
LOSS

$14.57

33%

$113.56

4%

$121.74

1%

$109.82
$121.05

1%

PRECIOUS METALS/ MINERS PORTFOLIO

POSITION

BUY
DATE

SYMBOL

BUY
PRICE

CURRENT
PRICE

GAIN/
LOSS

Gold

3/17/10

$1,120

$1,248.00

11%

Silver*

3/17/10

$16.23

$18.40

13%

10/5/16

$22.83

$22.85

0%

Gold Miners ETF
Gold Mining Juniors
ETF
Silver Wheaton
Silver Standard
Resources
Barrick Gold

GDX
GDXJ

2%

10/5/16

$37.52

$36.93

10/5/16

$22.59

$19.55

10/5/16

$10.30

$11.10

ABX

10/5/16

$15.54

$18.58

20%

New Gold

NGD

10/5/16

$3.88

-26%

Royal Gold

RGLD

2/8/17

$71.36

$2.89
$66.05

SLW
SSRI

-13%
8%

-8%

SPECIAL SITUATIONS/HEDGES/SHORTS PORTFOLIO
SYMBOL

BUY
DATE

BUY
PRICE

CURRENT
PRICE

France ETF (SHORT)

EWQ

9/16/16

$23.38

$24.91

-7%

Italy ETF (SHORT)

EWI

9/16/16

$21.56

$23.65

-10%

Russell 2000 ETF (SHORT)

IWM

12/14/16

$135.37

$137.84

-2%

Financials ETF (SHORT)
US Steel (SHORT)

XLF
X

12/21/16
2/1/17

$23.61
$31.33

$24.54

-4%

$38.72

-21%

POSITION

Prices as of market’s close on 2/28/17 at market’s close
Returns include dividends
*Average price of $17.50 and $14.97
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GAIN/
LOSS

CASH/ CURRENCIES PORTFOLIO

POSITION

Euro Trust

SYMBOL

BUY
DATE

BUY
PRICE

CURRENT
PRICE

GAIN/
LOSS

FXE

10/5/16

$108.80

$102.78

-6%

Prices as of market’s close on 2/28/17 at market’s close
Returns include dividends
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